USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10209.06

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
EO_Chapu says:
:: In M ENG, with the Medical Team ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::At Tactical monitoring sensors::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY SITTING MOTIONLESS IN SPACE, APPROXIMATELY 5.5 LIGHT YEARS OFF COURSE, THANKS TO THE RECENTLY DEPARTED SUPER ENERGY BEINGS
CEO_Stricker says:
::In Main Engineering::
Host CIV_Jacobs says:
::In Main Engineering, working on ship's systems::
SO_Randall says:
::at science station::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Comdr. Stricker, I'm on my way to Sickbay.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Uses sensors to get an exact location of the Geneva::
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands at Ops, repressing the pain from her arm and working one-handed on her console::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns to the Medical Team and leans on them as they take him to the TL ::
XO_Shras says:
:: Getting out of the turbolift, walking to the bridge toward his chair ::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Nods:: EO: Sorry to do this to you Lieutenant but I don't want you working while you’re injured.
CO_Eden says:
::Takes a TL to Deck 11::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  Understood.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Though his head still huts, he goes on with his work::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters bridge::
AMO_Laris says:
::checks the tray of equipment one last time::
SO_Randall says:
::looks at console::
OPS_Cailand says:
::as the pace has slowed slightly, she looks up and around, examining the crew visually.... hmm... where is that med kit....::
EO_Chapu says:
:: The TL doors close and it takes them to Sickbay
CO_Eden says:
::Walks into Main Engineering looking for someone who could give her a damage assessment::
SO_Randall says:
::notices a spec of dust on the console::
SO_Randall says:
::attempting to remove the spec of dust without smudging the science console::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Looks up at the CO:: CO: Hello Captain, pleasure to see you here in the "Pit".
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to Commander Shras:: XO: The Captain isn't around?
AMO_Laris says:
::notices that all the staff seem a bit tired today:: Self: Hmm, I think they all need a high colonic.
CO_Eden says:
::Glances around at engineering where consoles were open and personnel bustling:: CEO: How are the repairs going Commander?
XO_Shras says:
OPS: What is our current status?
EO_Chapu says:
:: exits the TL and as fast as they can, they enter Sickbay ::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Sir? The Captain?
SO_Randall says:
::looks around the bridge::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: She's not on the bridge for now
EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Hey, Doc.  :: The Medical Team places him on a near Bio-Bed ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::works a few moments with one hand before looking up, other arm laying against her side:: XO: We are currently at a standstill. Primary systems damaged. Injuries reported, though no fatalities as of yet reported.... working on repairs to critical systems.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Sighs:: CO: My teams are doing there best ma'am. The EO, Mister Chapu is on his way to kick bay with most of our Engineers who were injured in the attacks so we are short-handed.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Yes, I see.  Well Sir, can I talk to you for a moment?
AMO_Laris says:
::sees the EO and runs over:: EO: What happened to you? ::pulls out her tricorder and begins scanning::
CO_Eden says:
CEO: When can we expect to have propulsion back?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Privately or we can stay here?
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  Oh, Hi.  I've never seen you.  Anyways, during our last encounter, I was thrown into a bulk head and the Medical Team said that I have strained nerves or something.
SO_Randall says:
::checks sensors::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: We can stay here if it is more convenient.
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: With some help Captain.... ::Looks at his console:: Less then one hour. Without help the rupture could spread and we could be here all night ma'am.
AMO_Laris says:
EO: Let's take a look at you. Lie back please and try to relax,. These scans shouldn't take long.
FCO_Goldberg says:
::At the helm, on the Geneva's bridge.::
CO_Eden says:
CEO: I'll request some aid from Starfleet.  ::Steps back turning for the door:: I'll be on the bridge, keep me updated.
XO_Shras says:
:: Moves to the command chair and points the executive chair to the counselor :: CNS: Then please take a seat and tell me what is on your mind counselor
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  OK.  :: lies back and tries to relax ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*AMO*: CEO Stricker to Doctor Laris....
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Crawls up under a console, attempting to reroute some fused circuitry::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Ma'am, request some emergency warp specialist teams, we need those the most ma'am.
AMO_Laris says:
*CEO*: Laris here; go ahead Mr. Stricker.
CEO_Stricker says:
*AMO*: I need to know when my EO will be ready to report for duty Doctor
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to correlate sensor reading of star positions to get an accurate reading on where the Geneva is::
CO_Eden says:
CEO: Well, I heard that Mr. Jacobs works well with Warp cores.  You might get a lot of help from him until Starfleet responds.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: It's just that I feel like I screwed up with the "giants" I did make contact but they couldn’t hear me or wouldn't. Anyway I have training in other areas of the ship including sickbay and engineering, I can even pilot.  So could I be of help anywhere else but my office?
OPS_Cailand says:
::motions Ens. Lashbrook over to cover her as she walks down to retrieve the medical kit behind a panel::
SO_Randall says:
::attempting to recalibrate sensors to get them working::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Shifts in discomfort in his seat::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Thank you ma'am....
AMO_Laris says:
*CEO*: Just running some scans now sir. I'll have to get back to you, if that's alright? It shouldn't be too long now.
EO_Chapu says:
:: feels some slit twinges ::
CO_Eden says:
::Gives a small nod then turns and leaves Main Engineering::
OPS_Cailand says:
::pulls the panel off carefully using her good hand and arm, going slowly, then pulls out the medkit::
SO_Randall says:
::checks status of sensors::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Starts to sit up, but bumps his head on the console, which sends shooting pains through his head once again::
CEO_Stricker says:
*AMO*: Yes Doctor, I'm only ask because we him his hard work in Engineering but I wont rush health matter. Keep me informed, Stricker out!
AMO_Laris says:
::looks at Chapu:: EO: Now where does it hurt exactly?
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Report Commander!
CO_Eden says:
::Steps into a Turbolift:: Computer: Deck one, bridge.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: You can always ask for transfer in another department, but I want to be sure that you are not simply fleeing after what you feel is a failure, which I don't think was....
SO_Randall says:
::finds sensors still on the fritz::
AMO_Laris says:
::activates the biobed monitors::
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  My lower back is where most of the pain is.  I hit it hard, but I hit the floor harder with my lower back.
CO_Eden says:
::Walks onto the bridge and goes to her chair::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Hears the CEO and bumps his head again::  CEO: Ouch!  Not looking very good here.
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands, cradling her arm against the lower part of her ribcage, med kit in hand, and walks toward the CTO::
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: What is our status Commander, of our propulsion systems?
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  Are you new here, Doctor . . . .?
AMO_Laris says:
::examines the scan results:: EO: As a matter of fact I am, just came aboard a week ago. ::smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Well until I figure out what to do, couldn't I help someplace? Everyone is busy with repairs.  My calendar is empty and I'm really feeling useless.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Just a minute... man that hurts.
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: The contusion on the side of your head needs attention. Will you allow me to work on it?
SO_Randall says:
::gets on the floor to recalibrate connections under the science console::
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Are you ok Commander?
OPS_Cailand says:
::waits for the CTO's answer, but opens the medkit with one hand (carefully)::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Carefully slides out from under the console.... very carefully::
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  Ahh, no wonder I haven't seen you before.  What's your name?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Hello, Captain. I'll be out of your way in a minute.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS_Cailand: That would be fine go for it sir.
AMO_Laris says:
EO: Well you're right. You've pulled several muscles in your lower back. I can give you something for the pain but you really need to rest.
CO_Eden says:
::Pauses in her stride:: CNS: Take your time Lieutenant.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Stops monitoring the sensors to allow the Cailand to work on the injuries::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rubs his wrist::
AMO_Laris says:
EO: My name is Dvari... Dvari Laris.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Status report Lieutenant?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Thank you Ma'am.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Well we do have needs in sick bay and science; flight control will need help as soon as we are space-worthy again....
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CTO: I do believe you out rank me. ::steps around and stands beside the CTO, using her good arm to inject him with an Anti-bacterial agent::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: The controls for the Matter/Anti-Matter flow are completely fused.  I am gonna have to reroute this whole system... or rebuild it.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Are you hurt or injured in any ways Commander?
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  Man, I was afraid of that. . . . . Well, Dr. Laris, I'm Lt. Chapu', Engineer Officer.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Ah, bumped my head.  It'll be OK.
SO_Randall says:
ALL: I dunno about you, but I feel naked without sensors.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: Doesn't hurt to be polite to the one that heals your injuries.
SO_Randall says:
::gets up from under the console::
AMO_Laris says:
::prepares a hypo spray with a muscle relaxant and pain killer::
EO_Chapu says:
:: rubs the bridge of his nose ::
SO_Randall says:
::checks status of sensors::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up at the Captain and blinks, then looks toward her assistant.... after a nod from him, she returns her head to the Captain, continuing her work with her good arm on the CTO's cut...:: CO: Primary systems are damaged, but being repaired. We are at a complete standstill, as far as can be seen, and shall remain that way for a time.
AMO_Laris says:
EO: A pleasure Lieutenant. ::smiles and holds up the hypo:: Ready?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: How about main engineering, I'm pretty good at it and would welcome the opportunity to get me hands dirty.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks up towards the CIV and ways his hand in front of him:: CIV: Were you dizzy after I did that?
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  Yep :: feels the hypo spray in his neck ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::switches tools and begins working with a dermal regenerator on the CTO, re-learning how to do it one-handed:: CO: Injuries are present, however no fatalities yet reported.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: No, I'm fine.
AMO_Laris says:
EO: There now, that wasn't so bad was it? ::places the hypo back on the tray::
SO_Randall says:
::stumped that sensors aren't working still::
SO_Randall says:
::ponders kicking the console::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CTO briefly, but tightens her jaw muscles as her arm is bumped:: CTO: I would heal your wounds regardless...
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  You're right, it's not.  It's just that I've been in here a couple of times.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Is there anything I can do to help?
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Ok then, do what you have to do with the matter/anti-matter. I'm going to work on the propulsion.
SO_Randall says:
::looks around to see if anyone is watching::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: You have my go for that, report to commander Stricker
CIV_Jacobs says:
::A rather obvious "goose egg" is slowly forming on his forehead::
AMO_Laris says:
EO: A regular patient here, are you? ::giggles slightly::
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  A bit :: gives a small grin :: Anyways, can I return to my shift until it ends?  Or are you ordering me to get some rest?  :: Smiles ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and turns back to the Captain, forcing her jaw muscles to relax from pent-up feelings:: CO: Ma'am? Help in what way?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: I know, but I look at it this way; it shows my thanks for the work you do on me. So I am being polite. Of course, that bump on the head could be the cause for it too I guess.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: OK.  ::Slides back under the console wondering why the CEO is so preoccupied::
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks, completely blank....but having finished the CTO's minor concussion::
XO_Shras says:
*CO*: Commander Shras to Captain Eden, do you need anything special done up here?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Thank you Sir.  CO: I'd like to talk to you someday when the dust settles.... ok?
AMO_Laris says:
EO: You may return to your duties, however, I suggest that you ask the chief to put you on light duty for a few days.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: With the injuries.  ::Turns to Commander Shras::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: CEO Stricker to Bridge
SO_Randall says:
*CEO*: Randall to Engineering. When are we getting sensors back? I feel naked up here!
OPS_Cailand says:
::casts a side-glance at the CTO.... one could swear she smirked... and tilts her head:: CTO: You are welcome, Lieutenant. ::looks back to the CO::
CO_Eden says:
XO: I'm right here Commander... it doesn't look like there's much that we can do.
XO_Shras says:
:: sees the Captain and moves to his chair... ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::taps her combadge:: *CEO*: Cailand here. Continue..
CO_Eden says:
CNS: I was going to talk to you about a talk Lieutenant. ::Offers a small smile::  Soon hopefully.
XO_Shras says:
CO: Was your inspection satisfying to you?
CEO_Stricker says:
*SO*: I'm work on the propulsion systems and asking for power allocation for three other systems from OPS.... you might have to wait a bit.
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  :: laughs a bit :: Light duty.  :: Looks at the AMO :: Since when is Engineering giving light duty?!?!?! :: says with a grin ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Ummmmmm..... Ooh...... ok.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: I’m requesting power allocations to three, now four systems in Engineering.
AMO_Laris says:
EO: I will inform the chief that you have been released. Oh and here is something to take for the pain if it continues. ::hands him a small packet of pills:: Just follow the instructions on the label.
OPS_Cailand says:
::lifts the med kit- carefully balanced in one hand -and walks to the Captain:: CO: I can retrieve the other med kit on the bridge. There appear to be no severe injuries requiring surgery.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks at her assistant::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Leaves the bridge concerned about his future::
SO_Randall says:
*CEO*: How long is a bit? I'm starting to feel a draft, if you know what I mean.
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  Aye, Doc.  :: Slowly gets up from the Bio-Bed and takes the packet of pills ::
OPS_Cailand says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> *CEO*: I am working on it sir.... any specific pathways I should take or use?
CNS_Bauer says:
::In Turbolift:: COMPUTER: Main Engineering, please.
AMO_Laris says:
EO: And get some rest when you can Lieutenant. ::smiles again::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Yes, right now you have to send all the power you can to sensor because I have fixed my terminals and all they need to start is a power allocation.
CO_Eden says:
::Takes a med-kit from Lt. Cailand::
XO_Shras says:
:: sees the counselor leaving the bridge and turn to captain Eden :: CO: I think we might have to "counsel" our counselor....
CNS_Bauer says:
::Excited about being able to work in main engineering::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets shocked by a static discharge, bumps his head again:: Self: %$^*(#(*
CEO_Stricker says:
*SO*: I've fixed all the terminals, all we need is a power allocation and they're back up
EO_Chapu says:
AMO:  :: turns back to her and gives her a huge grin, an unusual, nil trait of a Klingon :: You're a persistent one.
OPS_Cailand says:
::tenses again as the kit bumps her arm slightly, and then turns, walking back to her console, jaw muscles visibly tightened::
SO_Randall says:
*CEO*: Thank you, I'm starting to warm up already.
OPS_Cailand says:
<Lashbrook> *CEO*: Understood sir. I'll get right on it... ::begins working::
AMO_Laris says:
*CEO*: Dr. Laris to Chief Stricker. ::is surprised by the EO's hug::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits Turbo lift and walks down and into main engineering::
CO_Eden says:
XO: He'll be fine.  These missions have been wearing on him.
CEO_Stricker says:
*AMO*: Yes doctor
SO_Randall says:
::waits for the power to sensors::
EO_Chapu says:
:: lets her go, turns and slowly exits Sickbay ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Inform the SO when the sensors are back up...
AMO_Laris says:
*CEO*: Chief, I've released Lt. Chapu to return to duty, but I suggest you restrict him to light duties for the next few days.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Lt. Commander Stricker, but waits until he is not busy::
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  :: enters TL ::  Main Engineering.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Sir?
CEO_Stricker says:
*AMO*: Oh thank God, we needed the help. Thank you, light duty it is Doctor.
OPS_Cailand says:
::takes over the console and finishes quickly- even with one hand:: *CEO*: Understood. Power has been allocated. I am working on gaining more...... ::ends comm and looks up at the SO:: SO: Power has been allocated to the sensors.
SO_Randall says:
OPS: Thanks hon.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Wonderful, thank you so much!
SO_Randall says:
::runs a diagnostic::
CO_Eden says:
::Works with the injured crew on the bridge for awhile before having most sent to sickbay::
SO_Randall says:
::winks at OPS::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Self: Hon? Human endearment....::scowls slightly (not too noticeably)::
AMO_Laris says:
::turns off the biobed controls::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Turns to the CNS:: CNS: I’m sorry it's really busy down here
SO_Randall says:
::sensors beep::
SO_Randall says:
CO: Uh... Captain?
CO_Eden says:
::Goes and sits in her chair, weary, but better then most::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: I know that's why I'm here. What can I do to help?
OPS_Cailand says:
::narrows her eyes at the SO a bit irritated, then shifts her shoulder slightly with a wince.... yep, that's swollen....::
EO_Chapu says:
:: The TL stops and lets him out;  slowly walks out and over to the CEO ::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Manages to reroute the Matter/Anti-Matter flow relays through the tertiary Cargo transporter Heisenberg compensators::  CEO: Mr. Stricker, I think I've got something here... just need to lockout the cargo transporters for a bit.
CO_Eden says:
SO: Yes Lieutenant?
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Run a level diagnostic on the matter/anti-matter containment field please
SO_Randall says:
CO: Long range sensors are detected an unusual heavenly body in a star system not far from here.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Commander, Lt. Chapu' reporting for duty.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Do anything you can Commander, the CNS is going to help you with the matter/anti/matter from in Main Engineering
AMO_Laris says:
::makes a notation in Chapu's file and closes it:: Self: There that takes care of him for now.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Puts his Lockout/tagout on the Cargo Transporters::
SO_Randall says:
CO: It looks like it's been... fractured.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Please, don't be so surprised. I learned most of what I know about the guts of a starship before I joined the Academy.
CO_Eden says:
SO: If we had propulsion, how long would it take for us to get there at full impulse?
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up at the SO's words and begins checking his readings, and sighs a bit inaudibly:: CO: I concur with his readings ma'am....
XO_Shras says:
:: looks at the report from different decks ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Yes Sir. A diagnostic....got it.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Wonderful, light duty, run a level two diagnostic on propulsion and tell me how we can get it back up!
SO_Randall says:
CO: At warp 5... uh... 1 hour...
SO_Randall says:
CO: Give or take a few minutes.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye sir.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Monitors sensors and tries and gets more power for sensors::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: I'm yours what can I do?  
SO_Randall says:
CO: At maximum warp... uh... a whole lot sooner.
CO_Eden says:
SO: We might not have Warp 5 for awhile.  Put it down as our destination as soon as we can move.
XO_Shras says:
*Sickbay*: Please can you send a team to the bridge, we have casualties here.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Goes and sits down in a chair on the main console:: EO: Keep me informed of everything. We need propulsion back up within the hour ok?
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  :: goes to the center console and stands there ::  Computer, run a level 2 diagnostic on the propulsion systems.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins running a diagnostic at a near by empty station::
SO_Randall says:
CO: According to sensor readings, this planetoid has been fractured into 8 pieces.
AMO_Laris says:
*XO*: On my way sir.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye sir.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: What do you know about Dilithium Chamber realignment?
AMO_Laris says:
::grabs a med kit and heads for the bridge:: TL: Bridge and step on it!
SO_Randall says:
CO: The total mass of the 8 to 32 pieces are equivalent to the mass of 10 Earths.
OPS_Cailand says:
::tightens jaw muscles again, using the muscle tension to relieve a bit of her emotion::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Enough to align one.
EO_Chapu says:
:: He barely hears the beep of the computer ::
AMO_Laris says:
::steps out of the TL and looks around:: All: Ok, who needs help?
CEO_Stricker says:
::Gets out of his chair and walk up to the CNS and CIV:: CNS/CIV: Report gentlemen!
CO_Eden says:
SO: Work with Tactical and see if you can boost sensors and get more readings on it.
SO_Randall says:
CO: The segments are sustained in a rough planetary shape by their gravitational attraction for each other and each segment’s surface seems to have its own atmosphere.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: OK, help me out here.  I'll reorient the crystals; you tell me when the variance is less than .0013.
SO_Randall says:
CO: Aye, captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: I'm running that diagnostic I should have a report on your PADD in a few minutes.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the AMO, adjusting her arm before looking back down::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: You got it.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Thank you very much.
AMO_Laris says:
::begins walking towards the command deck::
SO_Randall says:
CTO: Sir, do you think you can boost sensors? I wouldn't mind taking a good look at this baby.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Begins the tedious task of reorienting the crystals::
EO_Chapu says:
:: The diagnostic finishes sooner than he expects;  he looks over the reports ::
OPS_Cailand says:
AMO: Several superficial wounds, most critical being minor concussions. ::pauses:: And a displaced prosthetic limb.
CEO_Stricker says:
::walks back to the main console, next to the EO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Glues his eyes to station::
AMO_Laris says:
OPS: What happened? ::leans down beside the OPS officer::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her head and eyes slowly at the AMO:: AMO: I beg your pardon?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
SO_Randall: I believe we can if we reroute power from these no essential relays. ::Points to the screen to show what he is talking about::
AMO_Laris says:
::opens the kit:: OPS: How did this happen?
SO_Randall says:
CO: According to sensors, the planet fractured at least one million years ago.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins to reroute power from those relays::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: OK, should be getting close....
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns:: AMO: How did what? I need to return to repairing systems. There are more pressing concussions.
SO_Randall says:
CTO: Excellent, lets put the petal to the metal, shall we?
CO_Eden says:
SO: Any signs of life?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
SO_Randall: Agreed.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: .0015
SO_Randall says:
CTO: This is great!
AMO_Laris says:
::runs the medical tricorder over her::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Commander, it seems that the power converters, along with several gel packs are damaged.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: .0014
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Makes a minor adjustment::  CNS: Now?
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: .0012
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Got it.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
SO_Randall: We got 30% more power to the sensors, how is the resolution now?
AMO_Laris says:
OPS: Just sit there and relax. The others are being seen too.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Smiles ..... Just because::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: Great!  OK, let's try bringing this thing back on line.
OPS_Cailand says:
::refrains from rolling her eyes in irritation, though it is plainly seen in her eyes::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO; Ok, dispatch repair team beta and also, how long do you estimate it will take to repair those damages plus getting the propulsion up? Remember, the CO wants it up within the hour, I mean that is what I told her what would happen Mister Chapu.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Ok.
SO_Randall says:
ALL: With these boosted sensors, we have a much clearer picture.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Beginning Warp Core restart sequence....
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  It shouldn't take more that 20 minutes, sir, in the worst cause.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: How long until it's back online?
SO_Randall says:
CO: Captain, these are planetary segments, as I originally thought.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO; Ok, after that run a level 2 diagnostic and keep me informed, step by step ok?
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Let's see how this goes first... could be real soon.
SO_Randall says:
CO: But they look more like... spikes.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Did someone check the integrity of the articulation frame?
AMO_Laris says:
OPS: Well, this arm of yours may present a problem, but the cuts on your face are strictly superficial.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Ok, initiate the sequence and keep me informed when she ready to go
EO_Chapu says:
*Repair Team Beta*:  Repair team Beta, go to Jeffries Tubes 41-Delta, intersection Gamma-322 to replace 3 gel packs and repair on power converters.
CO_Eden says:
SO: Spikes?  How?
OPS_Cailand says:
::sighs:: AMO: I concur Doctor. ::pauses:: 3 ccs of Anexephlin will reduce the bruising and swelling, and will reduce the pain. I can wait until time for a visit to sickbay.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: OK, I've begun the reactor restart... bring the deuterium flow up to 20: to one....
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: If the dilithium chamber isn't mounted correctly it could be..... Not good.
AMO_Laris says:
::looks over and sees that the other injuries are being treated by the med team::
SO_Randall says:
CO: Spikes... it's hard to describe. I've ain't ever seen nothing like it.
EO_Chapu says:
<Repair Team Beta Leader> *EO*: Aye, sir.  JT 41-Delta, intersection Gamma 322.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to try and improve sensor gain by rerouting power from various locations to increase the power of the sensors::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Up 20:1
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: I'm really hoping the chamber has not been disturbed... we could be here a while if it has.
AMO_Laris says:
OPS: Anexephlin? How do you know about that?
SO_Randall says:
CO: All the spikes point directly to the center of mass.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Attempts to repair the power converters from ME ::
SO_Randall says:
CO: I suspect this is where the core used to be.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: We should check it before start up.
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands and raises an eyebrow:: AMO: I am a doctor by trade. I transferred to Chief Ops from MO on this vessel to use my language skills.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Assists the EO in the repairs::
SO_Randall says:
CO: This is odd...
CO_Eden says:
SO: So you're saying the core isn't in the planet?  I thought that was impossible.
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps to her console, blinking a few times to clear her sight, and begins power allocations once more::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: OK, all we can do now is let her "idle" and come up to operating capacity.  Go ahead and run a level 5 diagnostic on that then.
AMO_Laris says:
::nods:: OPS: Ah yes, I seem to remember reading that in the crew files.
SO_Randall says:
CO: Yes, it is odd... worth taking a closer look?
CO_Eden says:
SO: That's our mission.
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks a few times, and leans on the console with one hand, still working on the power allocations::
AMO_Laris says:
::prepares the correct dosage:: OPS: Here we go. ::presses it to her neck::
SO_Randall says:
CO: Captain, I'm also reading structures connected each of the planet spikes.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV/EO/CNS: Ok all, I need a report from all of you on how long your systems that you are working on will be fully repaired, and remember we need these systems up fast especially propulsion!
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: I could do it. It would only take a minute.  ::taps away at computer asking for information on any damage to the articulation frame.
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets about half of the power converters fixed ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks a few more times, longer intervals:: *CEO*: Power...allocations are up to date. Power will continue to be....rerouted....as seen fit....
AMO_Laris says:
OPS: I'd still like to have you in sickbay.
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks again, looking with no recollection of the AMO's words; then looks back down at the console..... Her vision was a bit fuzzy::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Computer says it’s a 99% probability it is not damaged..... But with all that is going on that’s the best she can do.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Ok, I just need some to the power converts and propulsion systems after that pretty much everything should be good to go
CIV_Jacobs says:
::bends down to check out a Gel-pack relay and bumps his head on the console again.  Goes into a slight rage and kicks the console as hard as he can.  Hurting his toe in the process::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods, motioning to her assistant::
EO_Chapu says:
<Repair Team Beta Leader> *EO* Lt. Chapu', gel packs have been replaced and we found 3 power converters fixed.  Request further orders.
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps back, blinking again and looks at the AMO:: AMO: I...concur....doctor...
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Level 5 diagnostic complete. You want to read this?
SO_Randall says:
CO: These structures appear to be unnatural. It's a good 4-5km in diameter.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: I'll take a look at it...
OPS_Cailand says:
::eyes roll back in her head and after a moment she loses consciousness and crumples to the floor::
EO_Chapu says:
*Repair Team Beta*:  Repair Team Beta, return to your stations.  Job well done.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks up to the CIV and CNS:: CIV/CNS: I need propulsion online right now, what is your status?!?!?!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Steps aside admiring the man work::
AMO_Laris says:
::looks for the Captain:: CO: Captain, sorry to bother you, but I really need to see Ms. Cailand in sickbay......now!
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  Computer, run a level 2 diagnostic on the propulsion systems.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Looks OK, limps over to the CEO:: CEO: Try it. We should have it.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Trying to bring dilithium online they are aligned.
OPS_Cailand says:
<Lashbrook> ::had lunged and caught his Chief as she crumpled, being careful as he eased her onto the floor::
SO_Randall says:
ALL: I really wish we could get closer.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: See that we are done.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: you need to work quicker ok, we have not got much time left.... get them done ok?
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Ok
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV; Can I inform the CO that propulsion is online?
CO_Eden says:
::Pulls the visual image up on screen, but it's only a small speck::
AMO_Laris says:
::calls to the other med team:: MED: Get OPS to sickbay now!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Report to me!
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: What would you like us to do now?
EO_Chapu says:
:: The results of the diagnostic are in and the EO is checking them over ::
CO_Eden says:
FCO: Set a course for the planet as soon as we get propulsion up.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: One second, Commander.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: I just need to know if the bridge can use the engines
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Is it a go Tyler?
OPS_Cailand says:
::feels a tingling sensation in her arm before completely losing herself in her mind::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: I wouldn't stick my neck out and say that it's actually online... I got that thing patched through 3 different tertiary control systems.  But it "should" work.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: There you go. Enough to get us moving.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Commander Stricker, everything is clear with the propulsion systems on my end.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Well, I'm going to need an answer from you, we're running out of time, can the FCO initiate engines? I need to know now!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Thank you very much
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks at Tyler::
CO_Eden says:
AMO: Do it!  You can use the internal transporters.
CIV_Jacobs says:
FCO: She can try... cross your fingers though.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to reroute power to sensors::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Engineering to the Captain!
EO_Chapu says:
:: picks up a near-by PADD and starts making a note of what he has done ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Crosses fingers::
AMO_Laris says:
::nods to the Captain and follows the medical team into the turbolift, Ms. Cailand in their arms:: CO: No need ma'am, we can manage.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: We'll I’m reporting it; let’s hope the FCO can....
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Crosses his fingers::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rubs his sore neck::
CO_Eden says:
::Looks to the medics:: AMO: Keep her well.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Propulsion systems are reinstalled and online, you may engage engines!
EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CEO saying the FCO is going to try to get the Engines working;  crosses his fingers ::
SO_Randall says:
ALL: Hoo-rah!!
AMO_Laris says:
::smiles as the turbolift doors swish closed::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: ONE BY ONE, SYSTEM BY SYSTEM, THE GENEVA COMES BACK TO LIFE
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Good to hear Commander!  Excellent work.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO/CIV/CNS: Everything is going to be fine!
CO_Eden says:
FCO: Engage course.
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Oh please. Oh please. Oh please work.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Thank you Captain, the ship is ready to move Captain!
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes one of the pain pills the AMO gave him ::
AMO_Laris says:
::enters sickbay with the medical team:: MED: Put her over there. ::points to the number three biobed::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: SENSORS, VIEWSCREENS, ENGINES, ALL BEGIN TO RUN LIKE NORMAL
CEO_Stricker says:
::Takes a deep breath and sits down:: EO/CIV/CNS: Thank you for all of you help!
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: YAAAAAAAAAAAHOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Man that was a rush.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Places the PADD back down on the Central Console :: Self: That was a bi#@%
CIV_Jacobs says:
::really, really hopes that the Cargo Transporter circuits can control all the systems he has shunted through them::
CEO_Stricker says:
All in MENG: you all did a fantastic job, one fine job. Thank you all for it!
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: My pleasure had a blast, Sir.
AMO_Laris says:
::turns on all the biobed systems and initiates a sterile field::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CNS: It sure was... and you’re not too bad and engineer for a Counselor either.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Come down and stay with us, we could use the extra hand
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  And to think, Commander, this was one of the easier days.
AMO_Laris says:
::motions for the two nurses on duty to assist::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Thanks. I learned a lot by watching when I was a kid.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Oh, if the doc asked, that was light duty ok?
Host Bob says:
ACTION: AS CREWMEMBER'S WORK IS FINISHED AND THEY START TO LOOK OUT SHIP WINDOWS, THEY SEE THE STRANGE SIGHT OF A HUGE PLANET, THAT IS NO LONGER A PLANET, BUT A COLLECTION OF SPIKES WITH THEIR POINTS AT THE FORMER CORE OF THE PLANET..... AND YET, THE SURFACE AREAS STILL MAINTAIN OBSERVABLE ATMOSPHERES... A STRANGE SIGHT INDEED
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I understand, Commander.  Trust me, I understand
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Call me anytime.  I can even analyze your psyche while we calibrate.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Good, stay with us, you're a hard worker
CEO_Stricker says:
CEO: I hope she doesn't ask you.....
Host Bob says:
ACTION: CLOSER INSPECTION OF LONG-RANGE SENSORS REVEALS THE PRESENCE OF UNNATURAL CONSTRUCTIONS, BOTH ON THE SURFACES AND INBETWEEN THE SPIKE SEGMENTS....
AMO_Laris says:
::sighs:: All: Ok, let's get this lady up and back on duty quickly. Everyone ready?
Host Bob says:
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